Scenes from the 2007 IEEE International Symposium on EMC

The ANDRO Computational Solutions staff at EMC 2007 included (from left) Andy Drozd, Mona Smith, Ivina Kasperovich, Tammy Cox, Renee Cammerere, Andrew Blackburn and Cliff Carroll.

Nancy Hubing pursued a dream in Hawaii - swimming with the dolphins under sunny skies.

Andy Drozd enjoyed a great year as EMC Society President and celebrated in Hawaii with wife Barbara and son Evan.

SWRI sent Eric Dornes from San Antonio to Honolulu to promote their testing capabilities during the EMC 2007 exhibition.

Gene Garat (left) of Moss Bay EDA joined fellow “dB Doctor” Derrick Scott of IBM in his booth at EMC 2007.

Everyone enjoyed a warm aloha greeting with a lei upon arrival at the Royal Hawaiian Hotel, site of the Symposium Gala. Over 1,000 people attended!
Ice cream was a popular treat in Hawaii. Enjoying their cones are (from left) Bonnie Brench, Nancy Hubing, Barbara Staggs, and Marti Wallen.

The Symposium Welcome Reception was held outdoors on the large lawn of the Hilton Hawaiian Village Hotel.

The companion tours were very popular in Hawaii! One tour included a photo stop of this picturesque view of the Pacific.

It's easy to get lost looking at these signs at the Dole Pineapple Plantation, but who cares when you're on a beautiful island?

Noted EMC engineers Marina Kolesintseva (left) from the University of Missouri-Rolla and Maria Sabrina Sarto from the University of Rome, “La Sapienza” enjoyed the great technical program at EMC 2007.

Several well-known engineers from Japan attended EMC 2007, including (from left) Newsletter Associate Editor Osamu Fujiwara, Yoshio Kami, and Ryuji Koga.

The Byodo-in Temple, built in 1968 to honor the first settlers to immigrate to Hawaii, is a replica of a 900-year-old Buddhist temple in Kyoto, Japan. It was one of the stops on the companion tour of Oahu.
Break time between technical sessions at EMC 2007 in the open air corridors was the perfect spot for networking.

Joe Fischer of Fischer Custom Communications is caught in a pensive mood during one of the social events in Hawaii.

Enjoying the Anniversary Celebration at Turtle Bay are (from left) Truong Nguyen of NASA, Luk Arnaut of National Physical Laboratories (UK) and Erping Li of the IHPC (Singapore).

The Hawaii Convention Center, venue for EMC 2007, featured stunning architecture.

The A2LA booth, staffed by Bethany Hackett and Trace McInturff, entertained visitor Benoit Nadeau (from left) of Matrox on the show floor.

Talk about inexpensive entertainment! Dan Hoolihan of Hoolihan EMC Consulting, Bruce Archambeault of IBM, Jerry Ramie of ARC Technical Resources, and Mike Windler (from left) of UL try learning the hula in Hawaii.
The stunning view of Diamond Head from the Royal Hawaiian Hotel, site of the Symposium Gala reception.

Guests entered the legendary “Pink Palace of the Pacific” hotel through this archway for the Symposium Gala.

The Symposium Gala featured incredible entertainment outdoors under the island stars.

An international delegation met in the exhibit hall, including (from left) Wei Feng, Director of International Relations, China Electrotechnical Society; Professor Gao, Chairman of the Beijing Chapter of the EMC Society and Editorial Board Chief of Interference Technology China magazine; Bob Goldblum, Publisher Emeritus, Interference Technology; Graham Kilshaw, President, ITEM Publications; and Kensuke Kondo, Japan Management Association.

Volunteers from the Gala audience were invited to join the entertainers on stage; Shuichi Nitta was an able performer.

JDSU’s Ta-Chung Wu (left) and Mort Coben enjoyed their second time exhibiting at the annual IEEE EMC Symposium.

EMC Society President Andy Drozd was rumored to perform the fire dance during the Gala, but it appears he got a stand in!
It was an “All Star” line-up behind the registration desk at EMC 2007, including (from left) Benoit Nadeau of Matrox, Ghery Pettit of Intel, Janet Nichols, Ray Adams of Fischer Custom Communications, the gals from IEEE CMS – April Coles, Elsie Cabrera, Caroline Colobaugh, Andrea Sadlowski – and Hilton Garcia of the Navy Pax River.

The poster sessions were a valuable component of the EMC 2007 technical program and fostered direct interaction with the presenters and the attendees.

Ed Hare (right) of the American Radio Relay League gifted the popular ARRL book to Takeo Yoshino following the Amateur Radio luncheon.

The nice atrium areas of the Hawaii Convention Center provided quiet visiting space for EMC colleagues (from left) Jim Drewniak from the University of Missouri – Rolla, Christos Christopoulos from the University of Nottingham, and Antonio Orlandi from the University of L’Aquila.

(From left) Alexis Harrington, Erin C. Feeney, Sharon Smith, Lorie Nichols, and Kai Rostcheck were all smiles in the Conformity booth at EMC 2007.

Stephanie Jesson of the US Army White Sands Missile Range participated in the EMC 2007 exhibition.
Desmond Fraser (left) of Rheintech Labs and Art Wall of Radio Regulatory Consultants reviewed some technical material during a break in the sessions at EMC 2007.

The gala luau was a memorable event for Alessandra D’Amore, Francesca Maradei, Gabriella and Marcello D’Amore (from left) who traveled from Italy to attend.

Welcome to Hawaii! Enjoying the warm tropical breezes are (from left) Northwest EMC’s Dean and Sue Ghizzone, Ann and Jerry Page with Cindy and Danny Odum of ETS-Lindgren.

Jim Blaba of Ingenium and his charming wife Mary Ellen appreciated a quiet moment outdoors during the busy Symposium week.

Speakers (from left) Alexander Kriz of the Austrian Research Centers, Werner Schaefer of Cisco, Vince Rodriguez of ETS-Lindgren, Mike Windler of UL, and Don Heirman of Don HEIRMAN Consultants appreciated the good attendance at their tutorial.

Duane Wingate (left) of Ingenium “talked shop” with Wyatt Brannan of UL and his lovely wife Karen while in Hawaii.

Achim Gerstner (left) and Hans-Peter Bauer (right) of Rohde & Schwarz welcomed Karl Robin of Intertek China to their booth.
Jim Lewis (left) joined colleague Raymond Solt in staffing the NAVAIR booth at EMC 2007.

Edward Tsuei (right) and Brad Brim enjoyed meeting people from all over the world who stopped by their Sigrity booth in Hawaii.

Kathy Lawrence (right) dropped by to say hello to Peggy Girard in her Panashield booth.

Agilent’s Jim Blattner, Tim Peterson, Jim McCord and Karen Schmidt (from left) socialized during exhibit hours at EMC 2007.

AR Worldwide’s Stephanie Shepherd and Ken Baker were joined in their booth by Domenico Festa (center) of IBD in Italy.

David Hockansen of Sun Microsystems started his presentation in formal attire and “stripped” to beach attire by the end, much to the amusement of the audience.
Parker Chomerics sent Toshiaki Kobayashi (left) from their Japan office to help Joe Butler, Past President of the EMC Society, in their booth at EMC 2007.

Drs. CJ Reddy (left) and Rensheng (Ray) Sun reviewed their latest software technology during a break in the EM Software & Systems booth.

Brian Lawrence was busy with NARTE activity during EMC 2007. Fortunately, Tina Marinucci assisted him.

Steve McKinney of Mentor Graphics traveled from Austin to Honolulu to staff the company booth at EMC 2007.

HV Technologies exhibited at EMC 2007 and Tom Revesz had a friendly greeting for all who visited the booth.

EMC Pioneers Art Cohen (left) of AH Systems joined Don Shepherd of AR Worldwide on the show floor; they had a lot to talk about considering how the industry has changed over the past 50 years!

Tapan Sakar of Syracuse University joined EMC 2007 Symposium Chair Janet O’Neil following the Plenary Session. There was standing room only at the Plenary Session that featured his presentation on the life of James Clerk Maxwell.